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homology groups of rings started in [2] . In that paper, given a ring map from R to 
A we defined cohomology groups H’(A/R, M) for two-sided A-modules ICI. The 
groups H’(A/R, M) are the (i + 1)th relative Hochschild cohomology groups, which 
were viewed, loosely speaking, as the right derived functors of derivations. Partic- 
ular attention was paid to the vanishing of H’ . It was noted that Hl(A/R, M) is 
the set of ring extensions of A by M over R under the usual equivalence; and hence 
the group H2(A/R, -) can be viewed as obstructions to extensions. 
For this paper, except for results about factor rigid tensor algebras used in sec- 
tion 3, knowledge of the results of sections I-3 of [2] is all that will be assumed. 
Some of these results are summarized in sections 1 and 2 of this paper. 
We now study the vanishing of H2(A/R, M) for all A-A-bimodules M. As noted 
in [2] , the Hi’s are the non-commutative analog of the cohomology groups studied 
in commutative deformation theory. Since, in the non-commutative theory, tensor 
algebras play the role polynomial rings play in the commutative theory, we say a 
(two-sided) ideal I in a tensor algebra Tis a complete intersection if H2((T/Ij/7; M) 
= 0 for all two-sided T/I modules M. 
Section 1 gives general background and results about complete intersections. Sec- 
tion 2 studies the question of when an ideal is a complete intersection in a tensor 
algebra. We give a homological criterion for this to happen; namely, I is a complete 
intersection in Tif and oirly if I/I 2. 1s a two-sided projective T//-module (see Theo- 
rem 2.4). Note that this is analogous to the case of complete intersections in poly- 
nomial rings. Then restricting our attention to special tensor algebras we give a num- 
ber of equivalent conditions for an ideal to be a complete intersection (see Theo- 
rem 2.7). 
Finally, in section 3, we give an easily checkable criterion for certain ideals to be 
complete intersections. This criterion is applicable for all ideals in factor rigid tensor 
algebras (see section 3 for definitions). Hence we get, for example, an easily check- 
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able criterion on an ideal I in the ring T,(k) of tz X n lower triangular matrices over 
a field k for I/I2 to be a projective (T,(k)/~@k(T,,(k)/l)op-module. 
In [4] , we study the question of when an ideal is a complete intersection i  a 
factor ring of a tensor algebra. In that paper, we consider the question of when a 
subideal of a complete intersection isalso a complete intersection. We also study 
the link between “regular sequences” and complete intersections in tensor algebras. 
I would like to thank D.S. Rim for his helpful suggestions and encouragement. 
1. Complete intersections. Some general remarks and definitions 
Let k be a commutativl: ing. All rmgs and ring mor$.isms are assumed to be 
k-algebras and k-algebra naorphisms. If A is a k-algebra, then Ae will denote the 
enveloping algebra A Qk . top All rings have identity elements. . 
Let R -+ A be a fixed ring morphism and let M be a left Ae-module; that is, an 
A-A-bimodule. Then H2( 4/R, M) is the third relative Hochschild cohomology group 
of A over K with values in M (see [2] ). For completeness, we restate part of the 
basic theorem on the lower dimensional groups. 
Theorem A [2, Theorem 1.21. 
1) Let R + A -+ B be ring morphisms and let M be a Be-module. Therl we have 
the folio wii?g exact sequence : 
O+I@(B/A,M)+~(BfR,M)+fl(A/R,M)+H1(B/A,M)+H1(B/R,M)+ 
H1(A/R,M)+H2(B/A,M)+H2(B/R,M)+H2(A/R,M). 
2) (Compu tatiorl of the second cohomologv groups.) Let R + A be a ring mor- 
phism. Suppose X is a left projective Re-module and that the tensor algebra TR(X) 
=R+X+XBRX+... maps surjectivcly onto A ; that is, we have TR (X) l A + 0 is 
exact. Let I = ker(f). Let P be a projective left TR(X)“-module such that there is an 
exact sequerzce of left TR (X)%zodules 0 + K 4 P 4 I + 0, FirzaNy, let K, be the 
su bmodule of K genera ted by clemeu ts of the form xg(v) -- g(x)v where x and y arc 
elemetr ts of P. 
T~ww, if M is a left A’-modldle, 
H2(WC M) = cob-(Honp(P/(IP + PI),M)z HomA,(K/K,, M)) 
where h* is ijldrrccd fi’om K ‘r* P sitlee h(KO) C IP + PI. 0 
When viewed this way, the similarity of H2 to the second cohomology group 
studied in commutative deformation theory is evident [e.g. see 51. This leads us to 
make the following definitior. 
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Definition. Let A be a ring. We say an ideal I in A is a mnplezc interscctiorz itz A if 
H*((A/o/A,M) = 0 for aII left (A/l)e-moduIes M. 
We apply Theorem A(2)toH2((A/~)/A.M).In this case R = 11 and we may take 
TR(x) = A. Then we have 
where now Ib is a Ae-projective. From this we get the following result. 
Theorem 1.1. Kecpiug the above rwtatiorl, the jMmvitg statcrmwts arc ecltrivalcrlt: 
1) I is a cot@etc irltersectiorl in A. 
2) H*((AJ/)/A, M) = 0 for all left (A/l)e-md~di~s M. 
3) 0 + K./K0 + PjVP + PI is exact and splits as (A/l)%tod~lles. 
4) 0 + K/K0 + P/IP + PI is exact arrd I/l* is a left pmjcctive (A/Ije-modulc. 
If k is a field and A is a finite dimensional k-algebra, P is the Ae-projwtive mw 
of I and I c rad(A) therl ( l)-(4) ure eqrtivalm t to 
5) K = A’,. 
Proof. (1) * (2) * (3) is clear. 
Since K/K0 + P/IP + PI -+ I/I* + 0 is always an exact sequence of left (A//)“- 
modules and P/IP + PI = (A/I)* QD,,eP is a (A/I)“-projective module, we have that 
(3) * (4). The last statement follows from Ae being Artin and that P being the Ae- 
projective cover of I implies P/IP + PI is the (,~/l)e-projective cover of 1/Z’ = 
(Aloe @J 0 
We also have the following result. 
Proposition 1.2. Let I’ c I be ideals irl A [f I’ is a wmplete intersectim irl A arld 
I/I’ is a complete iI1 terscction in A/I’, then I is a complete intersection irl h 
Proof. Consider the following sequence of rings A-+ A/I’-+ A/f. Let M be a (A/l)e- 
module and apply Theorem A (1). Cl 
In the generality that Proposition I .2 is stated the converse is false. But in Ex- 
im~ple 2.1 I of the next section, we give an example of an hereditary k-algebra A, 
with k a field and an ideal I such that 
1) I generated as a two-sided ideal by three elements x,y, z, none of which may 
be omitted. 
2) I is a complete intersection in A. 
3) The two-sided ideal generated by x is rwt a complete intersection. 
This phenomena varies from the commutative situation. To avoid such compli- 
cations, we are led to define particular types of generating sets for ideals in factor 
rings of tensor algebras in section 2. Deciding under what conditions the converse 
of Proposition 1.2 holds will be dealt with in [4]. 
2. Complete intersections in tensor algebras 
In this section we restrict our attention to tensor algebras of ‘.he following form. 
Let k be a field and let R be 3. finite dimensional k-algebra such ihat both R and Re 
are semi-simple. Let X be a firritely generated left R’-module. Let T be the tensor 
algebra TR(X) = R + X + X Qi l X + . . . . We keep this not:ttion fixed through Propo- 
sition 2.3. 
The following is probably well-known. We include a proof, due to D.S. Rim for 
completeness. 
Proposition 2.1. T is Zeft (respectively right) hereditary. 
Proof. By [2, Theorem 1.21, Ti s smooth over R; that is H’(T/.!?,M) = 0 for all left 
Te-modules M. Now R is smooth over k since in this case li ‘(R,‘,t,M) is just the 2nd 
Hochschild cohomology group of R over k [2, Theorem 1.31, and by [ 1, IX 7.91, 
N’ (R/k, M) = 0 for all M. Then considering the sequence of ring? k + R + T we get 
an exact sequence 
H’(T/R,M) +H’(T/k,IM) -+H’(R/k,M) 
where M is a left Te-module. Thus T is smooth over k. Hence the Hochschild di- 
mension of T over k < 1. Finally by [ 1, IX 7.61 ,L. gl. dim. T G 1 and r. gl. dim. 
TG1.O 
Now let I be a two-sided ideal in T and 0 -+ K + P f I + 0 be an exact sequence 
of left Tsmodule such that P is a projective Te-module. Let K. be the submodule 
of K generated by elements of the form p1 f&)- f(pl)p2 for pl, p2 E P. 
Proposition 2.2. The folIowiq: is alwaJ)s au exact seyzreucc of (T/l)%mMcs: 
0 -+ K/K0 -+ P/P + PI -+ I/l2 -+ 0. 
Proof. Since K/K, + PfIP + Pi + I/I2 -+ 0 is exact, it suffices to show that 
0 + K/K0 + PI/P + PI is exact. 
Since k is a field, TC-projective modules are both left and right projective T- 
modules. Hence by Proposition “i. 1, I and K are right T-modules. Thus 
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O--M-,PSI*Oexact gives 
O-K@TI-P@~I-/@TI-Ocommutative 
0 * 1 J 1 
o- KI --3 PI -12 -30 
with rows exact and vertical maps isomorphisms. 
Considering the commutative diagram 
0 0 
1 1 
IP+PI -4 -0 
1 
O-K - P 
f 1 
--,I ---to 
1 
Ii-/K0 + P/IP-t- PI-I/I2 + 0 
l 1 I 
0 0 0 
f’ the proposition will be proven if K, = ker(lP + PI ---_, 12), where fj is f restricted 
IP + PI. 
Clearly K, C IP + PI and fl (K,) = 0. It remains to show that ker(/P+ PI fb2) 
Lx,. 
Let a E ker(IP + PI fl t2). Then (Y = CiXjf(Iyi) + Z,$(Z~)W~ where .~i, ~‘i, ~j, 
Wi E P and Eif(Xi) f@i) + Ejf(~j) f(Wi) = 0. 
Hence, Z;iXi fcyi) + +pf‘(wj) is an element of ker(PI L12). Thus by (*) 
XiXjflyi) + lZj~jf(wi) E KI. But KI C K,. Therefore 
and hence cy E Ko. Cl 
We include the following proposition for its own interest. Let Gr#‘,) denote the 
graded ring T/I + I/I2 + I/I3 + . . . . Let TcT/n(lj/2)be the tensor algebra 
T/I + I/I2 + (1/12) s,i,(I/Y2) + &(I/12, + . . . . 
Proposition 2.3. The graded rings GI#) urzrl T,l,(/lI’) arc isonzwplric- 
Proof. If suffices to show that the canonicaf surje~tion ~~~~(I/~~) + t”/T’ is an 
~somorp~sm for$l IL SFce 1 is a left projective T-module, Z”-’ QbT I s I’* for all 
*I f2 3 I. We show ~~~~(I~~ ) S I “H /l by i~lduct~on  11. The case H = 1 is clear. 
Now, for n > I, 
The next to the last isomorp~qism  the inductive step. 13 
Remark. Both Proposition 2 .; and Proposition 2.3 are valid whert T is replaced by 
a k-algebra A and I is now a two-sided i eal in A which is either a right (or left) pro- 
jet t ive A-module. 
We now can sun~marize the above results as follows. 
Proof. Follow:: directly from Theorem t. f and Proposition 2.2, cf 
Thus, by Proposition I. 1 f for tensor algebras satisfying the conditions given in the 
be~~~~g of this section, we have found a homolo~ca~ criterion for an ideal to be 
a complete intersection, We will now restrict our attention further, to give criteria 
for ideals to be complete intersections in terms of minimal generating sets for the 
ideals. 
As pointed out earlier, we must be precise about the phrase “m~nin~a~ gene~ting 
set”. We restrict our attention to special tensor algebras, defined below, altho~~g~~ 
the following definitions may be applicable and useful in other settings. 
~fjn~tjon. Let k be a field. Let R be the product ring of tl copies of k, lIyS I k,, 
where each ki = k. Let XPe a finitety generated ~e-modu~e. L t T be the tensor ak 
gebraf?+X+XQR X+BR X-6.. . We call such tensor algebras, ~pecinl ~e~?s~~r al- 
@r!x Let ki Qpk i be denoted by $+, for 1 G i, j G tt. We view jki r7s an R”-module 
bY (tr 1* *‘*I a,,)X@l, -**t 6,) = aixbj for x E & and (Go, ..+ a,,), (bl, . . . . bN) E R. The 
set $$ ] forms a full set of non-isomorphic simple modules for the semi-simple ring 
R?ThusX”-II li_l $$%i) as Re-modules where ~~j~~‘ij~ denotes the direct sum of 
uii-cqGes of iki. The ‘Yji uniquely determine X and hence 7’. Finally let t?i denote 
the ~d~nlp~tent (0, .. . . OJ ,r), . . . . 0) (1 in the kh place) in R. We wil1 also view ei as 
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an idempotent in T by the canonical inclusion R -+ T. Special tensor algebras are 
special cases of tensor algebras associated to k-species tudied in [3]. 
Let T be a fixed special tensor algebra with X = IIij iki’r”‘. Note that T is Artin 
if and only if $&X = 0 for some mz. Let J = X t X @& + @R X + . . . . Then J is a 
two-sided ideal in T and J = rad(7’) if T is Artin. We fix this notation for the rest 
of the paper. 
Definition. Let M be finitely generated left Te-module. Then M/(JM + MJ) ic a left 
(T/J)e = Re-module. Since R’ is semi-simple, M/(JM + MJ) decomposes into a di- 
rect sum S, + . . . + S,, of simple Re-modules. Let 7c : M + S, + . . . S,, be the canon- 
ical surjection. Finally suppose S/ z irkjr. We call {xl , . . ..x.,~ } a J-gcttcratittg set for 
Mif 
(i) n(x$ = (0, . . . . F/,0, . . . . 0) (Z/ in the /th place) with T/ # 0 in S!. 
0 ii xl= e-xl= ‘1 vj~* 
Basic properties of J-generating sets. Let M be a Te-module having J-generating set 
LYI , .*.,x,,, I* 
0 i xl,._., x,?, generate M as a Te-module. 
0 ii X1, . . ..a?ip . . . . X,,, does not generate M. 
(iii) If T is Artin, tn is the number of indecomposable Te-projectives in a projec- 
tive cover of M. 
(iv) If T is Artin, we may choose a P-projective cover, P, ~3 . .. @PrI1 -+ M -+ 0 
with Pi indecomposable, such that the image of Pi is the submodule of M generated 
by Xi. 
Note that if Tis Artin, every finitely generated Te-module has a J-generating set. 
Namely choose an RC decomposition of M/(JM+ MJ), S, f . . . + S,?, , into simple mo& 
ules and non-zero elements Si E Si. Let *Vi E M SO that yi maps onto (0, ..O, Si, 0, . . . . 0). 
Then {xl, . . . . x,, ;i is a J-generating set for M where Xi = elvie;v for the appropriate 
idempotents ez and cl’. 
Definition. If A is a set of elements 6j: T, let 64) denote the two-sided ideal in T 
generated by A. 
We begin with s:)me preliminary results. 
Lemma 2.5. Let The At-tin. If I is at1 idcal it1 T c’otttaitwd itt J srrch that (T/J)’ @ & 
is a simple (Tfae module thctz I is Fprojectiw. 
Proof. Let 2 = (1, .._, tt } with R = II?, k,.. Let X = II i,jc_ a ik;“‘). Setting i<j if 
i = i or tZii # 0 induces a partial ordering on 2 since T is Artin. Let S= (T/J)‘@p 1. 
Then S is an Re = ( T/J) e-module and hence S 21 ikj for some i, ,i E 9. Since I C: J, 
i <j. We want to show TeBKe L, _ C 2: I since TeC+ S is the Te-projective cover of 
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S and hence of I. Now TeBRe S = T@R S@Q T. By the partial ordering: 
where @ means GQ, Jl$ - J$@), and the direct sum is over i,, i,, . . . . is, 
h , . . . , jt E 2 such that iI G i2 < . . . < & = i and i = il < j2 G . . . <it. This isomorphism 
is as Re-modules. It follows that {jl, . . . . is ) n &, . . . . jf } = Q) and T @R S @R T maps 
monomorphically into I since I is a two-sided ideal in T Now Te eRe S maps 
epirnorphically onto I since i$ is the projective cover. Since both are finite dimen- 
sional over k, these maps are somorphisms and we are done. Cl 
The above lemma can be lestated in terms J-generating sets sjnce J/J1 + IJ is Te- 
simple if and only if I has a Lgenerating set consisting of exactly one element. 
Noting this, we get the follc bwing result about projective covers. 
Proposition 2.6. Let T be Artirz. Suppose I is an ideal in T contairled irl J having 
J-genera ti/?g set (x 1 , . . . , x,,, ). Therz the direct SU~N of the ideals oCi)p i = 1, . . . . 111 
is a Te-projective cover of I. 
Proof. By hypothesis, //(Jr + IJ) decomposes into a direct sum of (T/J’)‘:-simple 
modules, 11 “* i=l Si and the image of Xi in Si generates Sin Let P= Il~~,oCi). By 2.5, 
P is Te-projective. Finally P is the Te-projective cover of I since Si z CX$/J$) + 
Ori) J and P/(JP + H) z II :E 1 oCi)lJoci) + (xi) J. 0 
We can now state the main result about generating sets of complete intersec- 
tions. 
Theroem 2.7. Let T be the tcrlsor algebra R t X + & X + . . . where R = I$ I k and 
X = I Iii ik(nij’. Suppose that T is au Artin k-algebra with radica? J. Let I be ail j&al 
in T &ntained in J. Let (x I , . . . , x,,~ ) be a J-gertcrating set for I. Thert the followi~lg 
statements are equivalent: 
1) I is a complete intersection irz T 
2) H2((T/I/T, M) = 0 fi?r all (T/I)e-rllodules M. 
3 1 I/I2 is a projective (T/I je-modu!c. 
4) I/I2 is isomorphic to I I!! 1 hj)f(Ltij) t cYj)l). 
5)~Xi)nlicOri)I, +I$$foralli= I,...,)?1 tl)heri~/i=Crl,...,~il..‘,‘Y,,,). 
6) If Qi E (xi>,fOV i = 1 , . . . . Hl aud Zyl l Qi = 0 tllcll each O!i E bi)li + Ii&j) where 
Ii= ~~*,...,~i’...tX,,,). 
Proof. We first remark that IioCi> =/hi) and (xi)Ii = ~i>l. One sees this by using the 
description of an ideal with one J-generator given in 2.5 to show tii) l CYi) = 0. We 
now prove the theorem. 
I) * 2) by definition. 
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2) * 3) by Theorem 2.4 and the preceding results. 
3) e 4) follows immediately from 2.6. 
5) * 6) is clear, 
4) * 6) : suppose a$ 
cover of 1. Consider ihe 
0 * 
O- ---+O 
1 h+-+P~~P+PI---+ 1 1 
0 0 0 
If///2 is (7’,‘,I)‘-projective then K = A’, by 1 .I. Now (at, . . ..Q E P ;tnd 
f((‘l 9 gg’9 a,,,)) = 2!~ I ai = 0. Therefore (cq , . . . . a,J E K, and hence (at, . . . . (x,,~ )
EPI +IP= II;$ cU$l + I hi). Thus 4) * 6). 
6) * 4): Again consider (*). Let (q , . . . . cu,J E A’. Then each Ci E; (ui> and 
)‘ I?1 Mi=, + = 0. Thus each q E ICY,) + $)I and hence (q , . . . . art,) E P/ + IP. The;et‘ore 
(“1 , . . . . CU,,~) E A’, and we conclude K C K,. Thus K = K,. It follows that /,U b is 
isomorphic to P/IP + PI and is a projective (7’,‘,#%nodulc. 
This completes the proof. Cl 
We now derive some corollaries. 
Proof. The result follows directly from 2.7 or 3.5. q 
Recall that the it&x of ;111 Artin ring is the tirst power ot‘ t hc dical whicl~ is 
zero. The following gives a way oV const rutting c.urimpIcs ot’ ideals which arc (rap. 
arc not) complete intersections. 
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Proof. 1) : Since ( T/fle = Re is semi-simple, J/J2 is a projective (T/J)2-module and 
the result follows. 
2): Let S be the Te-socle of 7’. Then SlJs + SJ = S is a projective Re-module. 
Now ,$ z Te By e S since S z Te atT/ae (T/J)e QTe S zz T” @R e S. Hence S is a Te- 
projective and therefore also a (T/,Qe-projective module. Finally, every Te-sub- 
module of S is a summa;ld of S and thus the result follows. 
3): Let T = R t X t @R X t . . . where R = I$!=, k and X = lIr.=, iki(“ii). Since 
J3 # 0, there exist i,, i,, i3, l,+ E { 1, . . . . 12 } such that ni,i.+, # 6 for I= 1,2,3. 
Choose non-zero elements x C! - MS , .v E - Mi , and z e. M. 
Then one may choose a J-gene%& set f$ J 23 
where .M. = ikiinii). 
contain&$and yr. $w 
#z E hy> n <yz> and xyz - .I vz = 0. Butxyz$J2 try)+ (xv>J2 sinceJ2tiy)t 
tiy>J2 c fl and xyz 4 /_ Thus condition 6) of 2.7 is not met. 0 
Remark. A proof similar to that given 2.9, 3) shows that Ji is never a complete in- 
tersection in T for 1 < i < ,r-- 1 where s is the index of T. 
We end this section by giving a result which is true for J-generators but not in 
general true for other types cl4 minimal generating sets; as shown in Example 2. I 1. 
Proposition 2.10. Let T be as irl 2.7. Let I be au ideal iu T contained iI2 J having a 
J-gcmrating set (x 1 , . . . , x,, ) , m 2 2. Then each CXij is a complete intcrsectiorl in T. 
Proof. The result follows from 2.8 after noting that (xi } is a J-generating set for 
cYi>. 0
The previous results and following example indicate that J-generating sets are 
the correct non-commutative analog of minimal generating sets in this situation. 
Example 2.11. We give an-example of an ideal I in a tensor algebra T such that I is 
a complete intersection in 7’. By 2.10, every J-generating set (51, b,, b3 } of I has 
the property that (b,), (6,) and (b3) are also complete intersections in T. To dem- 
onstrate the necessity of all the defining properties of J-generators, we give another 
generating set {aI, a2, a3 } of I so that 61> is not a complete intersection. Even so, 
this generating set has the following properties: 
(i) No element may be omitted, so {a*, a2, a3 ) is minimal. 
(ii) The number of generators equals the number of Re-simple summands of 
I/J/ + IJ and each ai generates one of the simple summands. 
Thus (at, a2, a3 ) only lacks only the idempotent condition in the definition of 
J-generators. 
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The example: Let 2 = (1,2,3,4) _ Let R = Il,ak. Let 
2, ifi= lJ= 2; 
il.. = 
Y 
1, ifj=i+ l,i=2,3; 
0, otherwise. 
Let X=I$ij~~iki()l~)=~k~t ,k2 t 2k3 t 3k4 
RtX+Xt... 
and let T be the tensor algebra 
. (The graph associated to T- see section 3 or [2] for the defini- 
3 4 tions_is!G?+* 3. l j 
Choose a k-basis for X as follows: x, _I’ E 1 k2 t 1 k,, z E ,k, and u E ,k, . Let I 
be the ideal generated by XZ,_IZ and ~3. One can check that {.qq~z, w} is a J-gencr- 
ating set for I and that I/Z2 is (Tll)e-projective. The latter can be done most easily by 
computing that dimk I/I” 
I/I2 is also 4. 
= 4 and the k-dimension of (r/1)‘-projective cover of 
We now choose another generating set for I; namely {xz + ZOJZ, c3 }. Properties 
(ij and (ii) are not hard to verify. Finally, let I’ be the ideal generated by xz + zc3. 
Then aJ-generating set for 1’ is {xz, zw }. Theorem 3.5 of section 3 shows that I’ 
is not a complete intersection. We show this directly also. The e’lement xzc3 is in 
oCz> n (ZGJ). Since &z)I’ t I’0c.z) = 0, we see that condition 5) of Theorem 2.7 is not 
satisfied and hence I’ is not a complete intersection. 
3. Classification of complete intersections which have mon’xial generators 
We now proceed to give an easily checkable criterion to determine when an 
ideal, generated by monomials is a complete intersection. We fix the following nota- 
tion for this section. 
Let k be a field, and $J a finite set. Let R = IQ 
gers, i, i Ea. Let flj = ikyij’ be the 
k. Let “ii be non-negative inte- 
d irect sum Of llij c;pies Of ikj* Let X = 
II 4jE 2$4j. Finally let T be the tensor algebra R + X + QbR X t . . . . AS usual, J = 
(X t hR X t ,..) . Finally we assume T is Artin. 
Definition. Let I be an ideal in Tcontained in J. We say I can be gcrwutcd by NW 
r~nziaZs if we can choose k-bases {x!. } , I = 1 , . . . . tlij of the flj SO that i JUS a .I- 
generating set consisting exclusively’of elements which are just products of various 
19 
Xij S. 
Finally we say x E 7’ is a nmrzornial if oC> can be generated by one monomial. 
Before giving the criterion, we show that every ideal contained in J in a factor 
rigid tensor algebra can be generated by monomials. We recall some definitions. 
Let B -+ A. be a ring map. We say A is factor rigid OWY B if n/I is rigid over B 
for ideals I in A ; that is HI ((A/I)/B, A/I) = 0 for all Ideals 1 in A (see [2] ). We 
restrict our attention to R 1*3 T with R, T given above and q the obvious ring in- . 
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elusion. We need to recall one more definition (see [2,3]). 
The graph QT associated to Tis defined as follows: QT has the set $I for vertices 
and exactly, nil = dim k_ flj arrows from i to 1. 
In [2], it was shown that Tis factor rigid over R * the graph QT has no sub- 
graphs of types: 
?I .n 
J 
. . . . 
I 
. 
l -?- / 
2 .3 
,r1>2 
2 II--- 1 
I .I2 .-----,... ---)a z. Cl, 11 2 3 
(iii) 
1 2-3 4 
•--+~~*--k* 
( ) iv 
/ 
. 
.~.-+.... .+. 
\ . 
We now give an algebraic analog of the above result. 
Theorem 3.1. lk terzsor algebra T is factor rigid over R if arld OU!V ij’evwy ideal 
I corztaimd in J cat) be generated b>T nzorzotnials. 
Proof. First suppose that T is factor rigid. Then, using [2, Lemma S.&j the “only 
if’ direction follows. 
Now suppose that T is not facror rigid. Then the graph & has a subgraph equiv- 
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alent to one of those given above. We now proceed to define an ideal i not generated 
by monomials for these cases. 
1) QT has a subgapI# of type (i). 
In this case, we may find s, z 2 1, IN # tt such that Horn&$ X, hR X) # 0. 
Choose f# 0 in this Hom and x E bR X such that f(x) + 0. Let I = @j‘(x)). This 
ideal cannot be generated by monomials. 
2) Q T has a sld bgraph of type (ii)., 
Ifr#s’+l thenHornFe(&&X,S&~X)#Oandapplycase t.lfr=s’+ 1, 
choose k-bases xf., 
i 
. . . ..I(-~~ of the &%. Then let I have as generators difference of 
the product of xd’s using the top path from 1 to r and the product .$s using the 
lower path for 1 to r works. 
1-2 3) QT Iuzs a srrbgr+..& of type *._A - l l l -A ‘Z ?’ 
Choose non-zero elementsxiE fli+t, i= I,...,/?- 1 andyI E tM2,_r;l 1 E,, 1&l,, 
so that (x~,_;~~ ) and {xIl_l, J*,)_, ) are k-linearly independent. 
I.etz=s? 5.q ’ . . . ~~,,_~a~~dsetI=Cr,z~,,_t.~~~z~*,~_ 1.(x, +_q)z).This 
ideal cannot-bc gent rate? by monomials. 
4) QT has a su.b;p @I oj’ ~yv (iv). 
Use a constructir :I r-c: 9n r&y I simjlar toJ that $ven in (3). 
5) QT has a a~E~~~~t~ll c$ type 9 -+ l z l d 9 
Choose JJoJxero ele!uc%xi E $Ii+l, i = 1,2,3 ::Jld_j12 E ,A13 SO that {.~2..1’7 j 
are k-linearly indcpendenr. fxt I= $x2, ~2x3, t_ ‘Q + v:,N This klcal cannot be 
generated by Jnonotnials. This c~mplctcs the proof. u’ - 
Ws now aim to give a criterion for an i&~~l.w.i~izh GM be generated by J~JIO- 
Jiiials to k ;r l.:oJiiplete intersecti., ‘I-:. By 3.1. this will give a complete dcscriptivn 
of the complc~,: intersections for fac?or rigid tetlsor algebras. We begirl with some 
easy prclimir)aJ-g, tcsults. We begin by fixing k-bases {xii }, I = I, ama, Ilij ot’ $I$ for 
i, j E 2. We saq x7 hll~F: i s E T is a mmmlial h [.+ } if x equals an elcincn t ot 
k Jnultiplied by a i,rod~Jct of the .$s. Note that the set of Jnorlonlials in {A$ } having 
k-tcrnl = 1 forJn a AA_~~sk of J. Finally we say a set of monotnials iJl {_I$ ) UC ~/is- 
tirwt if they are lirlesriy itndependcnt over k. 
Proof. Clear. C 
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Proof. e): Clear. 
=I$): Let (I = /3I + . . . t fit with pi E cyi). Now each monomial ai must occur 
up to scalar multiple iln some monomial term in {xt } of some pi by linear indepen- 
dence. Thus by 3.2, c+ E tij? for some j. Cl 
bmma 3.4. Let x 1, .,,. ,xt, x be morzomials in {x:. ). Tlzerl ti,, . . . . x,> n W = 
(qmw+...+CYtmw. 
Proof. The containment > is clear. Now let Q! = ZZ$ Wi Eti,, . . . . x,) n W with the 
wi’s distinct monomials in (_ Ct }. By 3.1 and 3.3, each Ui E tij) n Oc) for some j. Cl 
Definith. Let x and y be I monomials in {xg}. We say x overlaps y if there exists 
monomials x’, 4” and c3 in .X~j 1such that x = x’c3 and Jj = WY’. 
We can now state the main result of this section. 
Theorem 3.5. Let T be the Artirz tcmor algebra R + X + hR X + . . . . where R = 
n- 
$7 R 
k and X = LI i,jE 2 iki(nii’ for SOIW finite set 9. Choose k-bases {x!- 1, I= I, . . . . rlij 
e ikj”‘ij’. Strpposc I is a,)? ideal irl T corltaiwd i/j J having a J-geuerayor set COII- 
sistirzg of nrorltn;ials in {xb ), say (vl, . . . . yi ). Thcr~ I is a complete irltcysectiorl irl 
T if and ~II!Y if _vi does not overlap yj for all i # j, i, j = 1, . .., r. 
Proof. Let Ii = 0,1 , . . . , gi, . . . , _llr). Suppose Jj, overlaps .y2. We show I, n (I) 1) is not 
contained in I, hl> + (l.‘l)I, and hence / is not a complete intersection by 2.7. Since 
yl overlapsy2, there exist monomialsy;, y; and ~1) in (~$3 such that y1 ‘_rjim 
and y2 = WY;. Thus/, my; EJ1 n (y& Ify$y~ El+yQ + (-r~l)l,, it follows 
that yl;! Elt by the linear independence of monomials. By 3.3, J$ E (Q, i If 1. 
Clearly yi 4 (yz) since c3 is a monomial. Thusy2 = & E 0~~) for i # 2. This con- 
tradicts by, . . . . yr } being a J-generating set .
NOW suppose no _Vi overlaps yj for i # j. It suffices to SIIOW <?J$ n Ii C (IJi)li + 
I,@i>. By 3.4, Ii n (yi) = (VI> n@i)+ . . . +@i_l) n(I~i)+QJi+l) nQi)-t: . . . +<y,.)n @i>s 
Thus it suffices to show, for each j # i, <1Jj> n (4’i) C li@i) + O,i)li. Here we use that 
T is Artin. The set 2 has an induced partial ordering from i G j if i = j on ‘Iii # 0. 
It now easily follows that yi and+ noi overlapping implies (4~~) n 07) equals one 
of the following ideals: Q+) bTj>, <Q (r~) or 0. This completes the proof. 0 
This theorem has a nice consequence. 
Coro’llary 3.6. Urlder the same hypotizcsis as Theorem 3.5, if i = (y 1, . ..) yr) is a cow- 
plete itttersectim irl T therl so is I’ = (yl, ...,Y~_~ >. 
Proof. Obvious. Cl 
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The general case of subideals of complete intersections will be discussed more 
fully in [4] . 
We end this section with an application of Theorems 3.1 and 3.5. Let A be the 
ring of n X 12 lower triangular matrices over a field k. Then A is isomorphic as k- 
algebras to the tensor algebra T, where 2 = { 1, . . . . IZ }, 
1, ifi=j+ 1; 
iI.. = 
Y 
0, otherwise 
[2, Example 3.21. The graph associated to T is ! - ? +- . . . t- ‘5’ +--- ‘1 and 
hence A is a factor rigid tensor algebra. Note that 
k, ifi=j+ 1; 
&i- 1 j- 
0, otherwise. 
Choose non-zero elements Xi E i+lMi, i = 1, . . . . tz- 1. One can easily check that 
every ideal I in A contained in 
. . 
0 
i J i . . . :. k 
has a J-generating set composed of products of the Xi’S. Now -YiXj # 0 if and only if 
i=j+ 1. Ifi>jlety(i,j)=X~~i__1 . . . ,Y~+~ x . Then Theorem 3.5 becomes 
Theorem 3.7. Kq~irlg the abwe notatitm, let 1 b-1 all ideal with J-generatirlg set 
fy(il, jl ), . . . . y (it, jt) ). The)1 the followir~g statemerzts arc cqui~~alellt: 
1) I is a complete iiitmertiori iri A. 
2) For each i, 1 < i < ii, y (ir, J)> E $>Ji)r at rwst me I, 1 G 1 < t. 
3) l/I2 is a projcctiw (A/l) Bk (Af/)“bwd~rlc. 
4) Reordering the it’s so that i, > i2 > . . . 2 i, vicwi~zg it E (I, . . . . II-- I j with the 
irsual orderirig, therz jr > it+ 1 for 1 = I , . . . . t - I . 
Proof. Left to reader. Cl 
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